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Both photos are from original
Ectachromes made by Carl
Kunath in Saltillo (B lank Check)
Cave , Edwards County, in March
1966. Front shows standing Dick
Beauchamp and Glenda Kunath .
Back shows Steve Phillips
flashing at standing Carl Kunath .
This is certainly one of the largest
rimstone dams in Texas , easily
24 inches deep inside.

This issue e2003 by the Texas Speleological Association , NSS.
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Two More Years in

report and phot~ by George Veni
and within a few hours all 70 slots for each project
were filled. As usual, I ended up with about 50-70
cavers on the waiting lists, most of whom got a chance
to join the fun as others canceled due to work. illness,
and other conflic . What as unusual was the higher
than normal number of out-of-state ca ers who joined
us these years, hailing from Alabama, Arizona, and ew
Mexico.
With the southern and central sections of the
e il s Pit finished Bill Sawyer set up two haul
sy terns at the north end of the pit both years. Ten ca ers
du g in the pit hile the rest of the teams hauled rocks
up in 5-gallon buckets dollied them to the Popcorn
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loweringfloar of th Devil . Pit.
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slides that other cavers had brought. In the morning,
30-40 cavers joined me (and Jack Burch in 1999) as
we led a 4-hour long caver tour of the cave. During the
2000 project, Vickie Walker was arm-twisted to design
and print project T-shirts. Everyone's confidence in
Vickie was evident as cavers handed her hard-earned
bucks, not knowing what logo, color, or shirt style she
would design. No one was disappointed when the shirts
were mailed a few weeks later.

"'' ~ tl- '11111 re,i? - So it has been two years since I

''V predicted that we'd be done by now. I'm now older,

and if not wiser, hopefully better informed. Jack
guesstimated there were 70 tons of rubble down there,
but so far we've pulled out about 87 tons and it looks
like finishing the Devil 's Pit will still take "two more
years." The digging will be slower since we are digging
straight down and increasingly between boulders.
When the pit is finished, we'll probably stop the 70caver rock hauling projects for a while and focus on
detailed clean-up work with much smaller crews.
During our 9-year annual project, a total of 142 tons of
rock have been removed from Caverns of Sonora. We'll
be due a break when the Devil's Pit is finished!

Rigging for two haul systems to raise the rubble out of the
Devil 's Pit

Room staircase, passed them up the stairs and through
the hands of 14 cavers to the next set of dollies which
rolled them to the base of the entrance series of stairs
where about 30 cavers passed them up to the surface
where the buckets were emptied into the bed of a flatbed trailer. After dumping 20 buckets, the caver at the
end of the line would move to the start of the haul line
at the top of the Devil's Pit, and everyone would scoot
over one spot to create a gradual job rotation system.
Sever.al members of the Caverns staff worked hard and
were of great help sweating and grunting side-by-side
with the cavers.
Our steady efforts revealed more natural boulders
and dirt floor in the pit. By the end of the project on 6
November 1999, when we were a little shorthanded
due to last minute cancellations, we had removed 850
buckets with an estimated total weight of 16 tons. If
the remaining fill was as shallow as it seemed, it looked
like we might finish during our next project on 4
November 2000.
That didn't happen. The rocks that looked like parts
of the floor were quickly revealed as more blast rubble.
The toil of 2000 lifted 993 buckets from the pit with
an estimated weight of 15 tons, but it was the least
visually impressive effort of the restoration projects.
When viewed from the trail above, the area of rubble
fill appeared to shrink only slightly. Although when
viewed in profile from the bottom of the pit, the pile
was dramatically lower. Despite the misleading trailview appearance, it was a job well done.
After each project 's day of work, the owners
arranged for a fine cowboy feed courtesy of Wayne
Sawyer and his all-star team of cooks. After dinner,
some cavers followed guides underground to
·photograph the cave's many glories, and some sat
happily bloated in the Visitor Center to check out the
The TEXA S CA VER

Vickie Brown passing a bucket up the entrance stairs to
David Caudle.
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A flatbed filled with rocks - its a beautiful thing.

In the meantime, the restoration project will continue
as before. It will probably be conducted in early
November 2Q01, probably have slots for the first 70
cavers who sign up, and announced in early September
2001 when definite details will be available.
On behalf of the Caverns ' owners and myself,
sincerest thanks to everyone who helped out. My
apologies if anyone's name was missed below.

Bills, Tom Bone, Tom Brown, Vickie Brown, David
Caudle, Jiyoung Cha, Melissa Cicherski, Michael
Cicherski, Allan Cobb, Gralin Coffin, Don Cooper, David
Deluna, Joann Deluna, Jerry Fant, Walter Feaster, Gregg
Geist, Lori Hales, Dave Hamer, Phyllis Hamer, Tonia
Harper, Wil Harris, Andrew Herzig, Frank Herzig, Kelly
Holladay, Brandey Johnson, Cheryl Kettle, Kenneth
Laldns, Jere Lee, Ted Lee, Kerry Lowery, Gary Mahan,
Pam Massey, Dave McClung, Michael McEachern, Aaron
Miller, Stan Moulton, Ann Murphree, Rae Olenick, Walt
Olenick, James Overfelt, Libby Overholt, Linda Palit,
Daniel Polk, Tania Polk, Joe Ranzau, Paul Rodriquez,
David Rouche, Phil Sanders, Sue Schindel, Lisa Schheker,
Greg Sed brook, Justin Shaw, Connie Sisney, Penny Taylor,
George Veni, Audy Walker, Viclde Walker, Terry Wheeler,
Annette Williams, Joel Williams, Trish Wilson, and
Jimmie Worrell.

1999 Caverns of Sonora Restoration Caver Crew:
Robin Barber, Barbie Barker, Christi Bennett, Tom
Bone, Tom Brown, David Caudle, Gralin Coffin,
Melynn Conway, Pat Copeland, David Deluna, Joann
Deluna, Sara Dierk, Walter Feaster, Tom Florer, Carole
Foryst, Gregg Geist, Lori Hales, Wil Harris, Andrew
Herzig, Frank Herzig, Felder Hogan, Vanessa Johnson,
Tony Jones, Cheryl Kettle, Jere Lee, Ted Lee, James
Lopez, Kerry Lowery, Gary Mahan, Sheree Mahan, Pam
Massey, Dave McClung, Mike McEachern, Rue! Metcalf,
Annmarie Mikelski, Donna Mosesmann, Ann Murphree,
James Overfelt, Libby Overholt, Linda Parisi~n, Carl
Ponebshek, Joe Ranzau, Dennis Renner, Paul Rodriguez,
Don Ross, Phil Sanders, Sue Schindel, Erika Schnieder,
Greg Sedbrook, Justin Shaw, Eric Shirey, George Veni,
Audy Walker, Jennifer Wells, Teri Wheeler, Annette
Williams, Joel Williams, Viclde Williams, Trish Wilson,
and Viclde Wurst.

1999 & 2000 Caverns Staff and Volunteers: Bethany
Dee!, Casey Fitzgerald, Sloan Holley, Gerry Ingham,
Kendra Jones, Key Karney, Zac Kerbow, Cherry
Matchus, Emily Matchus, Ed Mayfield, Seco Mayfield,
Megan McMeans, Louise Moore, Jean Paredes, Erin
Payton, Bill Sawyer, Casey Thorp, and Elsa Vargas.
1999 & 2000 Cooks and Crew: Daniel Fox, Rocky
Jones, Dee Dee McEntyre, Dan Reinhardt, Micpael
Riley, Rick Riley, Tonya Riley, Wayne Sawyer, and
Charlene Terry.

2000 Caverns of Sonora Restoration Crew: Robin
Barber, Barbe Barker, Don Becker, Bill Bentley, Jacqui
January- October 2001
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Miller 's Cave is located in the Riley Mountains
southeast of Llano. It is in an outcrop of Ellenburger
Limestone surrounded by the granite more typical of
the region. The cave is on a 600 acre private ranch in
what is known as the Riley Mountains Wildlife
Management Area. The entrance is situated above
scenic Honey Creek. Bill Elliott, Dan Hogenauer, and
George Veni, visited the cave in July 1994 by invitation
ofthe landowner, Bill Leverett. Elliott suggested that
the cave would make a good mapping project, and I
figured it would be a good place to take beginners from
the UT Grotto as well. We met in the traditional spot
on the UT campus on Speedway on 13 September 1997.
There was some confusion because the UT sailing club
had a trip leaving from there as well. We wondered if
we ended up with some of their people or vice versa.
Here's who we ended up with at any rate: Robert
Albach, Marcel Bergmann, Brandon Craver, · Holly
Dom, Andy Grubbs, Jody Horton, Russ Johnson, Susie
Lasko, Ben Lawrence, James Overfelt, Charley Savvas,
Peter Sprouse, Kevin Stafford, and Curtis Vaughn. We
loaded into two Power Wagon buses and drove west to
Llano County.

have to make your way down a steep bat guano slope
to get into the main part of the chamber. Miller's Cave
has a colony of Myotis velife r bats in it. The climbers
set about their task while we started a survey around
the main chamber. After a bit Charley reached the top
of the climb, unfortunately it was only a blind alcove.
As we surveyed the south end of the chamber, we found
pits dug in the floor sediments by paleontologists from
UT in 1960. Thomas Hudson Patton did his master's
thesis on the cave and published his findings in Bulletin
7 of the Texas Memorial Museum. In the spring of
1960, a guano-mining prospector investigating the cave
noticed large quantities of bones in the floor sediments,
and reported these to the vertebrate Paleontology Lab
at UT. Patton's studies revealed that the climate in the
Llano area was cooler and wetter during the Pleistocene
period.
We camped that night on the banks of Honey Creek. In
the morning some of us set offup the hill to look for a
small entrance that the landowner had told us about.
He thought that it might connect with the high lead in
Miller 's Cave, but we had finished off that lead the
day before. After sweeping up the hill we did find a
small entrance, which Andy checked and found that it
only went 2 meters. Presumably this is the one the
rancher was referring to. After a dip in the creek, we
fired up the buses for the trip back into Austin.

Once at the ranch we pulled into a shady campsite by
the swimming hole and geared up for the cave. We
organized a survey team, and Charley and Kevin
prepared tackle for climbing into a reported high lead.
The entrance opens immediately into a large room. You

t.

0

MILLER'S CAVE
LLANO COUNTY, TEXAS
SUUNTO AND TAPE SURVEY

13 SEPTEMBER 1997
R. ALBACH. M BERG MANN, B. CRAVER,
II. OORN, B. LAWRENCE, 1'. SPROUSE
DRAWN BY P. SPROUSE

LENGTH: 80 METERS
DEPTH: II METERS

METERS

The TEXAS CAVER
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report and photos by Marvin Miller

One of the first things accomplished at Government
Canyon State Natural Area in Bexar County this year
was to establish and mark trails in the Bat Cave.
Government Canyon Bat Cave is a locality of three of
the species recently listed for protection under the
Endangered Species Act. The trails were routed to avoid
the specific areas frequented by these cave-dwellers
and will serve to keep visitors from roaming all over
the cave and damaging habitat. The entire cave can be
well seen from the trails and they have already been
put to good use. We also cleared brush from around the
cave entrance to give the bats better flight paths.

On the March trip I was leading a team ridge-walking
when we came across two caves which had been "lost"
since 1994 ..The ' 94 ridge-walkers had marked the topomap locations on the next hill to th~;: north of where
they actually were. I had tried to relocate these features
in 1998 without success.
We initially named one of the caves Cueva de
Chupacabras because of all the goat skulls inside. Later,
after discovering a Blacktail Rattlesnake stretched out
above the entrance on an aborted dig trip, we renamed
it Blacktail Cave. We started the survey of the cave on
the May trip. The entrance was 1 meter by 0.75 meter
and dropped 1 meter to the floor of a low-ceilinged
room. A hackberry tree was growing from the floor up
through the entrance. The entrance room was about 8
meters by 6 meters with the ceiling not quite a meter
high. To the north a passage headed northeast for 4.3
meters and then turned east and went for another 4
meters to a constriction. A second room could be seen
through this hole, with a large stalagmite at the far end
of it. There was noticeable airflow into the room. Back
in the entrance room a short length of crawlway led
east to a small, dusty room that we named the Black
Scorpion Room due to the critters I had to chase away
to get into it. This room also connected through an
impassable hole to the room we had seen from the
previous passage.

In February, a ridge-walking team led by Rick Corbell
found Ixta's Cave, a low, bedding plane crawl developed
in the side of a canyon. The entrance is two meters
wide by three-tenths of a meter high. Inside the entrance
the passage widens 'but needs· to be dug out a bit to
allow passage beyond about two meters. The cave still
needs to be pushed and surveyed. In February, as well,
Chris Vreeland and a team from the Austin area finished
the survey of Sure Sink and found some good news at
the bottom. What Chris had remembered as a mud plug
at the bottom of the cave now had a six inch hole through
which rocks could be heard to drop about 3 meters.
The hole was blowing fresh air. A narrow side lead, too
small for Chris or anyone on the team, was also blowing
air. The passage looked like it opened up after the first
narrow part. So maybe the survey isn't finished yet...

On the evening of August 3rd,l Tom Florer, Eric
Holmback, and I went back to Blacktail Cave and in
about two hours we were through the constriction and
into the second room. Hope had made it look bigger
from the other side but we weren't disappointed. It
wasn 't much bigger than the entrance room but the floor
was a bit lower and their were some nice formations. A
small passage led onward into a third, smaller room
that was almost choked full of formations. The floor
dropped even farther in this room so that a person could
stand, but you couldn 't move too far before having to
bend or stoop around formations. Three small crawls
appeared to leave the room in different directions. I
poked my head into two of them and saw that they
pinched off. The third one will wait for the survey,
which it had become to late to do that night.
Blacktai/ Rattlesnake (Crotalus molossus) at the
Blacktai/ Cav(! entrance.
January- October 2001

The second "lost" cave that we found in March was a
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and
November.
The
November trip was rained
out, however. The time that
wasn't spent in the
flforementioned activities
was spent ridge-walking or
digging at likely looking
sinkholes. There are a
number of digs in progress.
We also spent _one day at a
vertical training session for
the Bexar Grotto on the cliffs
along Government Canyon
Creek. Peter-Sprouse helped
with the rigging and the
training.
Tom Florer and Erik Holmback in Blacktail Cave, 3 August 2000.

crack 0.2 meters wide by 0.8 long. It would need some
work before we would be able to get inside. The
entrance could be seen to drop about 2 meters to a dirt
floor. Some ferns growing in the side of the pit were
dancing in the breeze coming out of it, hence its name,
Dancing Fern Cave. On the June trip we attacked the
entrance with a hammer drill and construction-type
charges. Donny Roland provided the expertise for the
rock-shaving and Rebecca O'Daniel was the first into
the cave, being a little skinnier than the rest of us.
Unfortunately, the accessible part of the cave was not
very big. We surveyed about 24 meters of passage - 3
meters wide and just over a meter high at the largest
point. The north-south trending passage gets too low
on the north end but continues and on the south end the
passage is formation-choked.
Neither end seemed to exhibit
any airflow. If we can figure out
where the air is coming from
maybe we can find a bit more
of this cave. There are three well
developed sinks within 50
meters that we have begun to
dig on. Two of them lie on the
north-south trend of the cave, so
the area holds some promise.
Eric Holmback identified an
Eastern Barking Frog inside
Dancing Fern.
In the year 2000 we had trips
one weekend a month- usually
Saturday and Sunday - from
January through June, October
The TEXAS CAVER

The project will continue throughout 2001 on a monthly
basis with dates announced on cavetex and in the TSA
newsletter (when it's published). The trips are also
announced through a Government Canyon e-mail list.
Anyone who wants to be on the list can contact me at
mlmiller@gvtc.com.
Addendum: On the January 2001 trip we dug through
one of the sinks near Dancing Fern Cave into a new
cave. The cave has significant airflow and is low and
crawly. We penetrated approximately 24 meters where
we connected with one of the other sinks in the area.
The cave continues in several directions but short digs
are required to get into more passage.

Erik Holmback(left) and Barry Morgan rock-shaving at Dancing Fern Cave.
8
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From the Files of the TSS:

ftle Deep Pits .of Texas
report and photos by George Veni
good size ledge as does Valdina Farms Sinkhole, but
they don't force anyone to get off rope, and there is
nowhere else to go from there, so I haven 't used those
ledges to ,divide those pits into shorter drops. This list
is mainly to give cavers an idea of what are generally
considered single deep pits. I've arbitrarily selected
25 mas the minimum depth for a pit to be included on
this list. All _pits must be surveyed to definitively
establish their depths, although some surveys are not
down the deepest sides of the pits and additional
measurements down deeper sides could revise their
depths in the list below.

Charley Savvas, Peter Sprouse, and I recently chased
a rumor of a "500-ft-deep pit" in west Texas. It turned
out to be a mine and not very deep, but it got me
wondering about Texas' deep pits, so I dug through
the Texas Speleological Survey (TSS) files to compile
a list I then ran the list past the TSS directors and
assoc iates for additions and corrections and am
presenting it here. Texas is not known for especially
deep caves or pits, but we do have some fun and
impressive ones.
The first thing that needs to be done in compiling any
list is to define terms. What qualifies as a pit? TSS has
not come up with an official definition, but for the
purposes of this list I'm loosely considering any vertical
or near-vertical shaft. The need for a rope or ladder is
not a requirement, although none of the pits listed
below can be safely freeclimbed . Ledges along the way
that do not significantly break up the pit are ignored,
but I'll leave someone else to define what should be
co n sidered<;~ significant ledge. Deadman 's Hole has a

Rank
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Following are brief descriptions of the 23 deepest
surveyed pits in Texas. Detailed descriptions of many
of the caves can be found in The Caves and Karst of
Texas, and in publications and files of the TSS. At the
end of this article I discuss some pits that would
probably make it onto this list, but which have not been
surveyed. For a list of the long and deep caves ofTexas,
visit http://www.txspeleologicalsurvey.org.

THE DEEP PITS OF TEXAS
Pit name
County
Cave name
240-ft pit
Culberson
Plateau Cave
Edwards
entrance pit
MFP
Medina
Valdina Farms Sinkhole
entrance pit
141 -ft pit
Val Verde
Emerald Sink
second pit
Culberson
Hunter 's Well
Edwards
entrance pit
Devi l 's Sinkhole
Val Verde
entrance pit
Abominab le Sinkhole
Burnet
Dead Man 's Hole
entrance pit
Crockett
0-9 Well
entrance pit
125-ft pit
Terrell
Montgomery Gypsum Cave
121 -ft pit
Val Verde
Emerald Sink
Culberson
Redemption Pit
second pit
Val Verde
entrance pit
Quigg Sinkhole
Wizard's Well
Terrell
Wizard's Well
The Nevada Shaft
Bexar
Poor Boy Baculum Cave
Brewster
entrance pit
Terlingua Sinkhole
Main Pit
Bexar
Hold Me Back Cave
entrance pit
Edwards
Midnight Cave
Culberson
third pit
Redemption Pit
El Paso
29m Drop
Helms West Well
entrance pit
Bexar
MARS Shaft
entrance pit
Crockett
Abyss Sinkhole
Terrell
Poltergeist Pit
Sorcerer's Cave

January- October 2001
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Depth (m)
73 .1
54.9
43 :9
43.0
42.7
42.1
41.8
40.2
38.7
38.1
36.9
35 .1
34.7
33 .5
33 .0
31.5
31.4
29.9
28.9
28.8
28.4
26.7
25.0
The TEXAS CAVER

THE TOP TEN
Plateau Cave 1.2 has by far the deepest pit in Texas,
including the deepest in-cave pit. Its 73.1 m depth
would be impressive in most karst areas. Sadly, the
cave is never visited because its entrance was blasted
shut in 1975 by the owner, who feared liability
repercussions from a rumor of gold hidden inside.
MFP 3 (Mighty Fine Pit) begins as a relatively narrow
sloping pit, but after 23 .5 m opens to the 45 m diameter
Frisbee Hall where it drops freely 31.4 m to the floor.
The 43.9-m-deep entrance drop of Valdina Farms
Sinkhole 1 is the first cave on this list to lead to a
significant amount of passage below. In 1982, Seco
Creek was diverted to flow down the pit during storms
to recharge the Edwards Aquifer.

Doug Allen was videotaped for a Texas Parks and
Wildlife program on caves as he rappelled into the
Devil :~ Sinkhole in 1989.

Floodwaters from Seco Creekflow through a
diversion channel into the entrance pit of Valdina
Farms Sinkhole. During major floods, the cave and
pit completely fill with water.

The less renowned Abominable Sinkhole 1 is similar
to the Devil 's Sinkhole in size, depth, and the poteQtial
for greater pit depth by measuring from other'locations
'
!
at the entrance down to the sloping breakdown floor.

Emerald Sink 1.4 is one of two caves that has two spots
on the list with pits that claim the #4 and #11 positions.
Unfortunately they don't follow each other to boost
the total depth of the cave.

The historically notorious Deadman's Hol~ 1 became
the focal point of a county park in 1999; access is now
restricted.
· '

Hunter's WelF is formed in the Capitan Limestone.
The cave is basically comprised of two successive pits,
with the second pit qualifying for this list.

The entrance drop to 0-9 Well' is the only pit on this
list needing a rebelay, 'Yhich is used t~ avoid the well
pipe that runs down the shaft. Rumornas it that people
once slid down the pipe to service tHe well inside the
cave!

The 42.1 m depth of the nationally renowned Devil's
Sinkhole 1 could be easily increased. The surveyed
depth is down from the traditional rig-point to the top
of the breakdown mountain. While the land surface is
level at the entrance, rigging at other locations would
drop further down the mountain to yield greater depths.

The TEXAS CAVER

The deepest pit in Montgomery Gypsum Cave 1 is the
only pit on this list that may not have been descended.
As far as I know, everyone has alwaystUsed a different
route to the bottom of the cave that is. a shorter' more
10
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vertical, and more easily accessible pit. The survey of
the cave includes the top and bottom of the pit, hence
the calculated depth.

The Nevada Shaft in Poor Boy Baculum Cave is the
reward for pushing through a tight, slimy, 5-m-Jong
crawlway while wearing vertical gear. Like many caves
in and near urban areas, this cave is closed to
exploration. ·

THE REST OF THE BEST

The depth of Terlingua SinkJiole 1•2 was recently
increased. When the "500-ft-pit" I mentioned at the
beginning of this article fizzled out, we went to this
cave and rigged and measured the high side of this
spectacular pit, which was 6.5 m deeper than the
traditional rig point on the low side. Bolts were added
for rebelays, but the high side can also be rigged with
traditional "fat" rope and a little padding.

Redemption Pit is the other cave that has two pits on
the list, claiming the # 12 ·a nd # 19 spots. Unlike the
pits in Emerald Sink, these follow each other and add
to the total depth of the cave.
Quigg Sinkhole 5 has a fine entrance pit that opens into
a room that is about 70 m long by 30m wide and 30m
high. A well pipe goes down the pit, which is seldom
visited by cavers because the owner gets water from
the cave and is reluctant to allow access.

Main Pit in Hold Me Back Cave splits into two parallel
shafts almost halfway down that reconnect at the
bottom. The lower 9 rn of the pit are chimeyable, but
the cave is closed to exploration.

The main pit ofTexas' second deepest cave, Wizard's
Well', sports the same name as the cave. The pit's..# 14
position on this list shows that the state's deepest caves
do not necessarily contain the deepest pits.

The pit entrance to Midnight Cave 1•3 is the only one
on the list that doesn 't require ascending gear. Most

Peter Sprouse stands on the high side of the immense
entrance pit of Terlingua Sinkhole.

Bill Elliott fills the top of The Main Pit of Hold Me Back
Cave, which quickly enlarges to about J min diameter.

\
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2) Abominable Sink::ditto, although the map suggests
that only 1-2 m more :depth is possible.
3) John's Guam~ Miile 1•6 : This cave is a pit located in
Presidio County. It is sel~om visited and its depth is
estimated between 30-37 m. ·
4) Mount Emory Cave 1•6 : This is the highest elevation
cave in Texas and has a pit estimated at 40 m deep. It
is located in Big Bend National Park and .requires
special permission for access.
5) Sullivan Knob Cave: Located in Lampasas County,
this unsurveyed ·cave contains a series of pits with a
combined estimated depth of 52 m. The description is
not clear, but it seerps most of the depth is down a
single pit that should easily quality for the deep pit
list.

Linda Palit, ready to take the plunge through the pit
entrance of Midnight Cave.

cavers rappel down the pit and exit the cave through
the lower crawlway entrance.
Helms West Well' ,z is a series of pits that closely follow
each other to a total depth of 96 m. The third pit is the
deepest at 28.8 m.

6) Von Steeruwitz's Magnetic Hple ': The bizarre pit
is without a doubt a significant Texas cave. It was
reported to have great airflow, which supposedly
magnetized metal tools, and wa~ ' estim~ted at over
1,200 m deep (this is'not a typo!) based on' well drillers
in 1886 being able to still swing that much weighted
rope that was lowered inside. Of course they didn 't
realize that the rope was piling up on the floor and the
weight they felt was only that of the hanging portion
of the rope, but the geology of the area might support a
pit roughly 100 m deep . Don 't ask me about the
magnetism- that sounds pretty bizarre to p1e.,The cave
was sealed soon after its discovery and ~as yet to be
relocated.

MARS Shaft is a dead-end pit in a near-urban area
and is closed to caving. The first half of the pit can be
freeclimbed, but the lower half needs a rope . .
Abyss Sinkhole is an impressive pit into a long but
narrow room. It had been neglected for several years
and was only recently surveyed.
Sorcerer's Cave, the deepest cave in Texas, has four
major pits. Two of the pits are just short of making this
list and one just meets the 25m requirement.

7) Jacob's Well: Various sketches, map ~, and rep~rts
of this spring are in the TSS files. Some show it as a
water-filled pit that is about 27m deep. Others show it
as a series of pits. A recent underwater photo in Texas
Parks and Wildlife Magazine suggests it is primarily a
single pit. Does anyone have a good map' of this cave?
TSS is producing a report on Hays County and a quality
map of this important cave would be great to include.

DEEP PITS THAT NEED
SURVEYING
Some cavers tend to look at lists, like the one in this
article, and think that everything there is to do has been
done. That is far from the truth of the situation. Five of
the pits on the list were discovered or surveyed only
within the past 10 years. The TSS hopes this list spurs
cavers to realize how much remains to be done. Not
counting the many deep pits yet to be found, a few
things to do are:

Many more leads exist in the TSS files and are available
to cavers. Surveying these pits may also' lead to other
passages and pit~ not currently known. ::Ve hope you
will send copies of your survey notes, maps, and repot1s
to the TSS to help support Texas caving through the .
maintenance of an up-to-date database and the
publication of reports and articles like this "From the

1) Devil's Sinkhole: As mentioned above, the depth
of pit could be boosted, perhaps as much as 8 m by
measuring from a different location at the entrance and
moving it from #6 to #3 on the list.
The TEXAS CAVER
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James R. Reddellmceives 2001
NSS Science Awanl
by George Veni and William R. Elliott
Each year the National Speleological Society (NSS)
gives the Science Award to one member for outstanding
work in the speleological sciences. We are delighted
to report that long-time Texas caver and cave biologist
James R. Reddell was the award recipient at the 2001
NSS Convention.

Tn the "early 1960s, James became one of the
founders of the Texas Speleological Survey and
the Association for Mexican Cave Studies, and he
is still active in both organizations.
He has written , edited, and sponsored many
scientific publications for the Texas Speleological
Survey, Association for Mexican Caves Studies,
Texas Tech U niversity, Texas Memorial Museum,
NSS , and others.
He has systematically documented the caves and
cave faunas of Texas and Mexico from the ear ly
1960s to date. These records amount to thousands
of species and ten s of thousands of cave records.
1n hi s position as Curator of Invertebrate Zoology
for the Texas Memorial Museum, he has built a
large, scientifically important biospeleological
reference collection for scientists to use, and he
has sponsored the study and de scr iption of
hundreds of new species.
His publications on the Texas cave fauna are
numerous.
He published a pioneering, exhaustive study of the
cave fauna ofYucatan and a massive work on the
cave fauna of Mexico, Guatema la, and Belize. He
added significantly to the body of knowledge about
the zoogeography, evo lution , and ecology of the
cave faunas of these and other areas.

James Reddell, the Collector Kimble Co unty. 1967.
Photo by Carl Kunath .

James ' receipt of the award is special not only for Texas
cavers but for other reasons too. The competition for
the award was especially tough this year, which makes
the award more meaningful. A lso , many people
wrongly assume that receipt of such awards depends
on name recognition. James works and caves quietly,
never drawing attention to himself, so most of the
people on the NSS Awards Committee had never met
him or .some neyer heard of him. Nonetheless, they
recognized his many accomplish1nents and selected him
above far better known nominees for the award. James '
major scientific accomplishments include:
Jan.uary - October 200 I

He has authored and co-authored descriptions of
17 genera ofschizomids, 40 species ofschizomids,
5 species of sp iders, 7 species of springtai ls, 8
species of beetles, and I species of salamander for
a total of 61 species. Only the most prolific
systematists have exceeded this number.
He has many " patronymics" (species named in
honorof him by others): two genera, 42 species,
and I subspecies (44 patro.n ymics). This outdoes
anybody wehave ever met.
13
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He has been a leader in the study and protection,of
endangered cave species in Texas. His field studies
have set a high standard for.government ~gencies,
academics, and consultants to follow.
He set high standards for speleological publications
in Texas, Mexico, and in turn, the NSS.
He has been a collaborator with and positive
influence on many other biologists and
speleologists. Even though he had no students
formally, and is modest about his influence, many
owe their career starts or advances to James.
James' dedication to documenting and publishing
information on caves and their biology, including his
continuing exploration of dozens of new caves each
year, makes him the most influential caver in the history
of Texas caving. Without the information he has
developed and provided, Texas caving would have been
set back at least 20 years. Most Texas cavers take
James' contributions for granted as information that
" everyone knows ." They forget that the reason
"everyone knows" is that for the past 40 years James
has been constantly gathering, writing, and publishing
good cave information and assisting others to do the
same. We are honored to have James as both a dear
friend and a mentor, and are very pleased that his
accomplishments have been nationally recognized by
the NSS .

s

James Reddell in £ogan Cave, Bexar County.
Photo by George Veni.
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Caves of Carta Valley. 1995. Carl E. Kunath, ed., Texas
Speleological Survey, 109 pp.

Files of the TSS" series. Contact the TSS through its
directors listed on its web site or at PRC l76/R4000,
The University ofTexas at Austin, Austin, Texas 787121100.
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Caves of the Stockton Plateau. 1971. Carl E. Kunath
and A. Richard Smith, eds., Texas Speleological
Survey, 111 pp.
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Caves ofVal Verde County. 1963 . James R. Reddell,
ed., Texas Speleological Survey, 53 pp.

'The Caves and Karst ofTexas. 1994 NSS Convention
Guidebook, William R. Elliott and George Veni, eds.,
Natiomil Spe.leological Society, 342 pp.
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Caves ofBrewster and Western Pecos Counties. 1975.
Caves of Far West Texas. 1977. James R. Reddell and Ronald G. Fieseler and Carl E. Kunath, eds., Texas
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Tbii"kssivi"S 2000 C:.~ Trip
C:.iirlsbiid C:.iiver"s

tg

by Rae Nadler-Olenick
On Thanksgiving as usual, we piled into our trusty
camper and headed for the Cave Research Foundation's
Carlsbad Caverns annual Thanksgiving Expedition.
This occasion can, and does, vary wildly from year to
year: in weather, participation, and everything else.

Big Room trail (see sidebar). Although the flowstone
and cave pearl-bearing rimstone darns we worked on
were set out of direct view, sharp-eyed tourists kept
spotting us, forshadowing things to come over the next
two days.

Wednesday, we drove 450 miles or so from Austin
enveloped in an ugly little cloud of gray drizzle, only
to have the clouds suddenly part into a spectacular
sunset at our destination. Attendance was well up from
last year's. However, despite Barbe Barker 's firm
injunction that "We don't see our relatives on
Thanksgiving Day, we go caving," a number of
ordinarily like-minded folks had decided to do just that.
Consequently, the 24 particiP,ants arrived in waves
throughout the weekend.

By the time everyone was out, at 5:30 or so, Lois Lyles
had driven up from Albuquerque with her daughters
Kelli and Sara Berghold. Others arrived later: Susan
Vosberg of Albuquerque and Jim Kennedy and Julia
Germany, Austin showed up early enough to partake
of the customary feast: two turkeys prepared by Aaron
plus many other goodies including a traditional New
Mexico cornbread stuffmg made with green chilies and
pine nuts.
Friday morning, the newly-established Llano Estacada
Grotto from Hobbs/ Lovington group arrived: Kelly
Holladay, Tonia Harper, Susan Bennett, Ken Larkins
and Jimmie Worrell.

The group assembled Thursday morning for the ritual
permit-signing and pep talk by Dale Pate and Stan
Allison. We heard the good news of Dale's recent
promotion to Interim Director of Natural Re.sources.
Still in charge of the "under-ground people" and
resources, he will now also head the "above-ground
folks "-a position carrying both pleasure and heavy
responsibility.

The day began innocently enough . Jim K. , who ' d
brought along some of his drawings in anticipation of
becoming an Approved Sketcher for CCNP, took them
to the office first thing. They were promptly approved,
and Barbe assigned him, Julia and Bryan, to do some
re-survey and exploration near N icliolson 'spit in Lower
Cave. Tim, Jimmie, Ken and Kelly H. made up Team
2 and headed for Lower Cave. Barbe, Sue, Tonia and
Walter Feaster, Team 3, headed for Lake of the Clouds .
Sheri, Susan Vosberg, Kelli and Sara, and Sheri's
daughter Desiree continued the Texas Trail work.

We then broke into three teams. Tim Kohtz, fantastic
Lubbock tattoo artist I sketcher, headed to Lower Cave
to complete a drawing from a Memorial Day survey
near the Rookery; he was accompanied by Walter
Feaster of Midland, armed with a fluff brush, which
he later declared was ''not his thing!" Nearby, Team
Leader and Sketcher, Kevin Glover, now of Oklahoma,
Walt Olenick, and Aaron Birenboim of Albuquerque,
NM, re-surveyed a short length of swiss cheese passage.
Accurately re-surveying the cave-always pulling
markers from one or more previous surveys-is one
big part of CRF's activities. Nowadays, though, the
information is immediately and permanently computerarchived by the Park Service.

Kevin, Aaron, Walt and I went to check out an old,
long-forgotten rope lead along the lower tourist trail.
Soon discovering that the rope (which led up, Kevin
thought, to the environmentally-sensitive Talcum
Passage) was reachable only through a tricky free
climb, we temporarily abandoned that plan. In leaving,
we passed Jim, Julia and Bryan surveying and doing
geology/mineral inventory.

Thursc,iay's restoration team: Barbe, Sherie Pennebaker
of Albuquerque, Bryan Doty, a Mesa, AZ caver, and
myself cleaned a section ofTexas Trail: an area of the

We spent the rest of the day re-surveying an off-trail
section of boneyard past the step-across pool. The

I
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inventory person by default, I found myself looking as
I had never looked before at the procession of fossils,
green Montmorillonite, Endenite, moonmilk and other
surprises that passed my near gaze before the tight
tunnelway opened out just above the main passage:
an area of pools, large coralized formations, and
delicate coral floor we studiously avoided tromping
on A satisfying day's work.

it was a joke, and quite funny!

Back at the main hut, teams were reporting in . . . all
but two. 6 p.m. , then 6:30 came and went. The Hobbs
group left. Cavers from the new Hondo Grotto arrived:
Laura Stark, Frank Everitt of Roswell and Stephen
Carter of Ruidoso, NM. Cavers sprawled everywhere,
eating leftover turkey and working on their maps and
trip reports.

It made a great story back at the huts. It even made the
local paper. After all, guano happens.

As Barbe and her rescue group headed toward the cave,
she beheld one of the Law Enforcement Guys circling
the parking lot and stopped him. "Do you have some
people left in the cave?" he inquired. Jim, Julia and
Bryan had again trudged backup 650' and were waiting
at the locked gate.

Saturday saw four work teams. Barbe led another
restoration trip to the magnificent Lake of the Clouds
along with Steve, Laura and Bryan. This has been an
ongoing CRF project (on Thanksgiving and President's
Day only) for the past 5 years. Beautiful white
cloud like Mammilaries adorn the room's ceiling and
walls. White flowstone and popcorn abound around
small pools and a large turquoise-blue lake. Regretably,
boot-deposited mud and black boot marks are
everywhere. The present task was to finish cleaning
one of the small pool rooms up on the left and to
continue cleaning the "Saddle" that people have walked
on, taking pictures, for the past 50+ years.

Where was Barbe's team?
Where was Kennedy's team?
Barbe's very tired group from Lake of the Clouds (the
cave's lowest point) emerged late, and on arriving, were
told that Kennedy, Germany and Doty weren't out of
the cave. This -vvas not good. The three, all CCNP
fi rst-timers, might be lost, or stuck at the bottom
without knowing how to get out.

Sherrie, Susan V., Sara, Kelli and Desiree, along with
Walter Feaster, continued their activity at Texas Trail.
Jim, Julia, Ken and Lois headed back to Nicholson's
Pit.

At 7 p.m. -leaving instructions t notify the rangers if
they weren't back by 7:30-she, Lois, Tim and Kevin
headed for the cave.

Tim, Aaron, Walt and I re-surveyed and inventoried a
different section of Lower Cave boneyard. Here
sparkling white gypsum face abruptly gave way to some
l 00 feet of narrow corkscrewing spongerock passage,
sharply angled upward, then opened again to a chamber
harboring massive, showy though weathered, hiterminated gypsum crystals.

Meanwhile . .. our own Crash Kennedy and Julia
Germany were working their own SIAS (Strategic
Emergency-A lert System)!
Jim 's team had in fact surfaced after-hours via the
elevator (he'd overheard-and remembered-the
combination!), only to find a blinking red alarm on the
back door of the Visitors' Center. Fearful of tripping
it, they decided to hike out the natural entrance-where
their 650-foot trudging ascent was greeted by a locked
iron gate inside the cave and an emergency phone that
rang into an empty office. They plodded back down to
the Lunch Room, and a pay telephone. Julia-SIAS
expert that she is- called 911, eventually reaching a
local operator, who in tum tried every number she had
for CCNP em-ergencies. None worked.

Drifting back around 5:30, everyone had tales to tell.
The Texas Trail team had been so distracted by
questions from passersby that they grumbled about the
need for a special interpreter to deal with tourist traffic.
Walt raved about the size of the gypsum crystals we'd
seen. Lois (the designated singer on this occasion)
had sung several Irish fol~ tunes and Amazing Grace
beautifully before departing to be with Jim Kennedy 's
group.

Finally, the operator put Julia through to the State Police
Dispatcher-located in Roswell , no less. He thought
The TEXAS CAVER
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After an hour of suspense, the missing came tromping
up the hill. Locked in again! This time, upon reaching
the back door_:_and knowing how to disarm the
alarm-they found the door wrapped in chains and
padlocked. Another emergency call out, via the same
operator, who contacted the same Roswell dispatcher.
"He's my ex-husband," she helpfully explained.

restoration projects traditionally conclude.
On Sunday-a time of cleanup and goodbyes-some
lingered for optional activities, but Walt and I took off
mid-momingish. We left Barbe, buried in paperwork
as usual, the inevitable consequence ofher organizer's
zeal and dedication.

Guano does happen.

Already, we were looking forward to next time: the
mix of oid and new friends, routine chores, exotic sights
and general below-ground excitement that keeps us
coming back year after year.

The weekend wound down with the usual Saturday
night blowout at Lucy's Restaurant in town, that
relaxing dinner-cum-food fight with which CRF

January- October 2001
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c;oRman Cave
Walking LouR at
ColoRado Bend
State paRk, San
Saba County
by Link Hullar and Lane Hullar
As we headed north out of Elgin the sun began to shade
the eastern horizon in orange. We had left home before
4:00 a.m . so that we would arrive in Colorado Bend
State Park (just west ofL«mpasas) in time for our "wild
cave" tour of Gorman Cave. We had read about this
opportunity in the book Texas Caves by Blair Pittman.
We made our reservations a few weeks in advance, and
were soon "on the road again." By 9:30 we h'ad met our
Park Ranger guide and followed him (in our truck) to
the small parking area where we would pick up the
hiking trail to Gorman Cave.

The entrance to Gorman Cave is a horizontal slash
along the face of the rock wall. One must climb or slide
down about fifteen feet to the entry room, where our
group assembled after every one made it to the floor of
the cave. From here there is much to see for beginners
like the two of us. Our guide led the way while pointing
out features and formations. The passageway is easily
negotiated and did not seem to provide any serious
challenges to the people in our group. Wading shallow
pools of water and skirting or climbing around deeper
pools provide the only inconveniences for some of
those with no previous cave experience. We saw cave
crickets, isopods, rimstone dams, helictites, soda
straws, and of course, the usual stalagmites, stalactites,
and flowstone. Many of these formations are quite
accessible so that it is easy to get up close for a good
look at some of these developing phenomena.
Watching the soda straws' drip inches from our heads
was fascinating. The tour winds back to a gate that
blocks off the natural termination of the cave.
Exploration by cave divers continues in the pool that
lies beyond the gate. As we made our way back the way
we came, our guide pointed out a couple of alternatives
for those who wanted to try something a little different.
First came a short side passage that briefly diverts then
reconnects with. the main corridor. This was about
knee-deep in water and approximately four feet high by
two and a half feet wide. Then just inside the cave
entrance there was a crawl space that tookus to a small
room that could be exited by a somewhat tricky,
contorted opening that brbught us back into the main
cave entrance room. These brief alternatives gave us a

To reach the cave our small group hiked an easy mileand-a-half trail that led through the brush, trees, and
rocks that border the Colorado River. It was a pleasant
walk with the only minor difficulty being some steep
grades with loose rock. Along the way we passed a
small cave with "bad air" that our guide described for
us, then we pushed on to our destination which lay
·a mong the rocky bluffs that overlook the river.
The TEXAS CAVER
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little physical challenge and a couple of small "sidetrips" off the beaten path of Gorman Cave.
Our group was inside the cave for about an hour and it
was well worth our drive from the Houston area. In
addition to the beauty of the cave and the very nice
scenery of the walk to the cave, Colorado Bend State
Park is a grand spot. Gorman Cave is great for novice
cavers as it provides a nice step up from show caves
while introducing some basic elements of caving.
Also, one can see in this cave the damage that can be
done by unregulated and/or unsupervised cave visitors.
Many of the formations in Gorman Cave have been
broken or otherwise damaged by visitors in the years
before the area became a state park. Some of the walls
are covered by graffiti, with at least one example dating
back to the 1880s. Even with the extensive damage,
however, the cave can provide visitors with a sense of
hope. For where stalactites have been broken off in the
past one can already see the beginnings of new
formations as the water drips from the ceiling of
Gorman Cave. It was a satisfying morning to be sure.

January- October 2001

Reservations for the Gorman Cave "walking" tour can
be made by calling the Colorado Bend State Park (915628-3240). The tolir is $10.00 per person with
reservations highly recommended. There is also an
afternoon "crawling" tour with a greater degree of
physical difficulty but this tour is even more difficult to
join, as reservations are booked months in advance.
The crawling cave tour ventures in to two or more of
the other 180-plus known caves at Colorado Bend
State Park (cost is $20.00 per person). We will make
that one eventually and report back to Texas cavers.
Meanwhile, we .have another "wild" cave tour booked
at the Lost Sea in the Smoky Mountains of Tennessee
this coming May and we are looking for other caving
opportunities here in Texas. We hope to see some of
you in a Texas cave soon.
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Gricta de 1a pcrdiciOO
Nuevo Leon, Mexico
by Ed Goff

from the lip. (Coincidentally, this happened the same day
that Christy Quintana was killed by rockfall in S6tano del
Aire.) On this trip, the cave was given its name, Grieta de
Ia Perdici6n. '
.
The rest of the weekend was spent removing a dead
tree dangling over the entrance pitch and surveying a
nearby cave.
Another trip to the area, in September, was devoted to
exploring other caves, which all tumed .out to be blind. In
October, a team returned properly equipped to push
Per.dici6n. Hilti epoxy bolts 3.5 inches long were used by
the rigging team, while a survey team followed. The holes
could be drilled in a couple of seconds in the soft,
powdery flowstone, but the epoxy required twenty minutes
to cure, which slowed progress: From the ledge reached in
August, the next pitch is about 33 meters. It begins as a
0.4-meter-wide vertical crack and widens to about 2.5
meters at the next landing, a bridge covered with a steep
pile of loose gravel and rocks lying at the angle of repose.
Here, just shy of -80 meters, the crack takes on a more
monumental character, with soaring, pristine orangebrown flowstone walls. A traverse and short pitch were
rigged to another gravel-covered ledge at -87 meters.
When disturbed, the gravel floor on this ledge began
pouring through gaps in underlying breakdown, opening a
conical hole underfoot like a giant ant-lion trap. A short
traverse down the gravel slope to the edge of the ledge led
to a 25-metcr pitch ending on something resembling a real
floor. From the top of this pitch to the bottom of the cave,
the flowstone that coats the north wall is heavily fractured.
The flowstone on the south wall is intact and dry on the
surface, with water seeping behind the surface layers. At
the bottom of the pitch, the crack is about 2.5 meters wide.
Small rocks rained down here, sounding like buzzing flies.
To the west, the floor slopes steeply up to a point, then
back down to a drop-off where the crack becomes too
narrow. To the east, it leads to a squeeze, beyond which
the crack widens at another drop.
Another floor is below this 18-meter pitch. Here the
crack takes on somewhat the appearance of a horizontal
cave passage. Westward it pinches after about 15 meters,
but it continues east about 40 meters as a 2-to-4-meterwide scramble over breakdown ranging in size from large
boulders to pea-s_~zed gravel. At the end of the passage, a
5-meter climb accessed 15 meters of horizontal passage
ending in a breakdown wall. The lowest point found is a
small breakdown alcove at -143 meters, under the bottom
of the 18-meter pitch. At another spot near the bottom of
this pitch it was possible to see down into a narrow crack
along the north wall that appeared to be floored with
gravel at the same depth as the alcove.

In 1999 and 2000, a small group ofTexas cavers
explored a mountain ridge east of Arteaga, Nuevo Leon.
They found several caves, mostly blind pits and small
horizontal caves. Relatives of the landowner there on a
weekend outing showed them some entrances. Relations
were established with the owner, who gave permission for
the group to continue exploration and cave mapping on
the ridge. The nicely decorated Cueva del Tarillal (a.k.a.
Cueva de Ia Familia) and Grieta de Ia Perdici6n, a 143meter-deep tectonic fissure, along with some other small
caves, were mapped in 1999.
In July 1999, the landowner 's relatives pointed out a
pit atop a high point of a ridge, at 3160 meters elevation.
They called it the madre de cuevas. The entrance is a
funnel-like sink about I 0 meters long by 2 to 3 meters
wide. A 45-meter rope was rigged to the only handy
anchor, a lightning-charred, dead tree near the sink.
Rope's end revea led no floor, so plans were made to
return. A few smaller caves were also found du,ring this
trip.
In August, a second trip was made to survey the pit.
Shattered, rotten walls and a lip of stones loosely
suspended in mud made rigging the first pitch tricky. At
about - 33 meters, a landing was reached where the cave
enlarges somewhat and continues as a fissure down steep
slopes in both directions . A large levitating boulder had to
be dislodged, and it made a noisy, dusty descent. The cave
turned out to continue only in the direction the boulder
had taken, so two more short pitches were rigged down a
steep, slippery flowstone chute and a narrow chimney to a
tlowstone ledge that rounded off into blackness. A good
breeze was blowing out. By this point, it was apparent that
the whole cave is formed along a single vertical crack,
paralleling the east-west line of the ridge, where the
vertically-dipping strata have separated the along the crest
of the ridge and the south side of the mountain has sagged
toward the valley floor. This explains the profusion of
broken rock. It appears, though, that dissolution has also
contributed to shaping the crack. Flowstone coats the
walls throughout. Innumerable loose rocks are
everywhere. At the ledge, loose rocks are piled
precariously. The walls there are completely covered with
soft flowstone, which was judged unsuitable for the Petzl
self-drive anchors that had been brought, and since natural
anchors are lacking, it was decided to return another time
with better anchors. A rock dropped from the ledge and
timed with a watch could consistently be heard ricocheting
as it fell for more than 20 seconds. The treacherous aspect
of the cave revealed itself when the last person to ascend
the entrance pitch was struck on the helmet by a
substantial rock that had spontaneously detached itself
The TEXAS CAVER
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you don't know Portuguese, and while knowing some
Spanish helped, it didn't help as much as we were led
to believe. Where language failed, we got by thanks to
the extremely helpful and friendly nature of the
Brazilian people.
More than 2,700 caves are known in Brazil and
occur in all 26 states. However, the 11 principle karst
areas account for only about 5% of the country (Figure
1). Caving is a relatively new sport in Brazil. The
Sociedade Brasileira de Espeleologia was founded in
1971 and has about 1,000 members. Nonetheless some
'
spectacular caves have been found, and this ICS is the
latest in a series of efforts to raise recognition about
the importance of caves. In 1997, th~ National Center
for the Study, Protection and Management of Caves
was created within the Brazilian Institute for the
Environment and Renewable Natural Resources (email:
cecav@ sede.ibama.gov.br). And Brazil has some
incredible caves to protect. It boasts the tallest cave
entrance in the world at 220 m high at Gruta de Casa
de Pedro (Pedro's House Cave).lts longest cave is Toea
da Boa Vista, a dry maze of boreholes that has been
surveyed more for than 92 km . The beautiful caves are
too many too list. Several extensive and unusual
pseudokarst caves are formed in Brazilian quartzite,
including Abismo do Centenario (Centenary Abyss)
w hich is the country 's deepest at 454 m.
One of the conveniences in visitina
these caves ' as
b
we ll as touring the country, is the Varig airpass. Varig
is the principle airline of Brazil, and for a fl at rate of
$567 each, we got a ticket that gave us up to five flights
(not counting connections) to anywhere in the country.
An equivalent amount of the flying we did would have
cost us at least fou r t imes as much in US.

Report on the 13th
International Congress
of Speleology
by George and Karen Veni
The International Congress of Speleology (ICS)
takes place once every four years, hosted each time by
a different country. The previous two were in China
(1993) and Switzerland ( 1997). The 13 111 ICS was hosted
by Brazilian cavers in their capital city ofBrasilia from
15-22 July 2001. The Congress is a function of the
International Union ofSpeleology (abbreviated "UIS"
based on the French name for the organization). The
U IS is an organization of caving organizations
(currently 57), with each member representing a
co untry. The National Speleological Society (NSS)
represents the USA.
Fundamentally, the ICS is not very different from
reg ional or nationa l caving conventions. Cavers in a
certain area invite other cavers to check out their caves
w h ile sharing information through for mal talks slide
map and artistic salons, and by getting to kno~ each
other by visiti ng and cav ing together. The ICS is the
grand es t of the ev ents wh e re th e best and latest
ex ploration, cave science, and caving news fi·om around
the world is presented. Fantastic caves are showcased
for cavers to v isit.

Pre-Congress trip: Caves and cave art in the
Pe r ua~u River Valley

Br azil!
Brazi l is similar to th e US in many ways. About
the sa me s ize - it is s li ght ly larger than the contiguous
48 states but s lightly small er when A laska and H awaii
are added . It is a co lonial nation and a melting pot of
c ul tures. W hile primarily known for descendants of
Po rtu g ues e, African s lav es, a nd So uth Ame r ican
Indi a ns, Ita lian , G e rma n, Ja pan e se , and Arab ic
immi grants are among the many other groups that have
com e together to form this nat ion . Unlike the US, the
Brazili ans have been more adept at ethnic blending,
creating a bea utiful and exotic-looking people.
Portuguese, the principle lang uage, sounds like a
mi xture of Spanish and French. Guidebooks suggest
·that many people can converse with you in Spanish if
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Despite her expertise, c ur trave l agent had troub le
fi nd ing the tow n of Montes C laros, let alone a fl ight
into it. The on ly way we could reach it from our preCongress ramblings was via a 3:09a .m. flight that with
connections taxied up to the tiny airport a little before
noon on Monday, 9 July 2001. Montes C laros, a city
of about a quarter of million people, was the meeti ng
poi nt for our pre-congress fie ldtrip. It is located about
500 km east o( Brasilia in east central Brazil in the
northern part ofthe state ofMinas Gera is. The congress
offered participants a choice of 17 different pre- and
post-congress fieldtrips, three of which occurred
outside of Brazil, and ranged from 4-8 days in length.
Several trips were tempting, but the promise of big,
January- October 2001

beautiful stream caves with lots of ancient rock art
easily made the trip to the Peruayu River valley our
first choice.
We met most of our group at the Montes Claros
airport. We first saw Paul Williams, the esteemed karst
geomorphologist from New Zealand, whose
accomplishments were acknowledged a couple of
weeks later at the NSS Convention when he was
awarded as the newest Honorary Member of the
Society. We then met three of the other participants.
Satoshi Goto and Ayumi Kobayashi were from Japan.
Satoshi is a computer whiz and Ayumi a museum
curator who quit her job to come to the ICS. Mladen
Kuhta is a gregarious hydrogeologist from Croatia. Late
that evening we met Australians Annalisa and Steven
Contos and Grace Matt, whose
flight was delayed due
to fog. Annalisa is a

In addition to the trip participants, we also met the
trip leaders at the airport. Jose Ayrton Labegalini led
the group. He is an electrical engineer now working in
environmental engineering in karst. We had met him
at the two previous congresses and as expected, he
proved a warm, solicitous, and competent host. He is
also a fabulous award-winning cave photographer. The
Peruayu area is clearly his favorite caving locale, and
he was excited to show it to our group. Assisting him
were his son Fabricio and daughter Leticia, both
charming like their father, and Rubens Hardt, a
computer science teacher working on a graduate degree
in geomorphology.
We climbed in Jose's Toyota 4x4 and a rented,
plush Mercedes touring van and drove 4 hours, 220
kilometers northwest to the Peruayu area, including
stops for lunch and photos of the Sao
Francisco River. With a

Chapada do
Ibiapaba

Serra da
Bodoquena --=::::::::===~l!JI

Vale do Ribeira

Figure 1: Map of major karst areas in Brazil
(adapted from pamphlet, Caves of Brazil: the Brazilian Caves Win a New Ally, by CECAV, 2001).

length of over 3,000 km, the Sao Francisco is the
longest river entirely contained within Brazil's borders.
For the past 200 years, it has been vital to Brazil 's
history and economy, providing transportation throu'gh
what had a been a major roadless region and water to
communities and farms. During our trip the water levels

chemist doing research in the biochemisty of karst
processes. Her husband Steven is a chemical engineer
specializing in information technology. Grace has a
long and varied professional background, but currently
teaches 8-year olds at a private school and is the
Treasurer of the Australian Speleological Federation.
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were low due to a drought, and the hydroelectric power wherever possible.
Given the day's late start and the long drive, little
that this and other rivers provide to Brazil were
diminished, resulting in nationwide power was planned for the frrst day of the trip. However, the
entrance to the park is located about 15 km south of
conservation.
The Peruayu River is a 17-km-long tributary to the the town ofltacarambi (population 7,000), our ~ase of
operations, and so
Sao Francisco River.
we
pulled in for a
It sinks into the 600look at Buraco dos
million year old
Macacos (Hole of
Precambrian
the Monkeys - for
Bambui Limestone,
those many readers
then repeatedly rises
who speak Spanish,
and sinks according
"dos" is not "two"
to
where
the
but
"of'
m
limestone is eroded
Portuguese when
and where the
referring to plural
subsequent cave
subjects). This 400system
has
m-diameter
collapsed to form
collapse sinkhole
large sinkholes and
was
a
nice
closed
valleys
introduction
to
get
(Figure 2). Many
us excited about the
caves have been
coming days . It
thus isolated from
expresses itself as
each other, but
three collapses that
Brazilian cavers
can be seen in the
have . connected
cave, in addition to
so me caves smce
the collapse that the
th ey
began
subsurface Peruayu
exploring the area in
197 5. The longest
River has washed
away to create this
cave known has a
surveyed length of
entrance. At its east
end is a 170-m free
about 3 km . The
river runs from an
rappel that drops
past what our
elevation of 750 m
above mean sea
guides described as
the world's longest
level to 500 m, and
stalactite, a 28-mthen once past the
Figure 2. Peruar;u River karst. Section of 60-m-high passage
long giant, dwarfed
karst, down another
truncated by multiple collapses. Photo by Karen Veni.
m one of the
50 m to where it
joins the
Sao
entrances to Gruta
Francisco River. The Peruayu and its associated caves do Janelao (Janelao Grotto). We didn't have time or
are contained within Parque Nacional Cavemas do equipment to make the rappel, but it was still an
Peruayu (Peruayu Caves National Park), which park impressive sight. (When we reached the Congress the
was formed in 1999. Although its boundaries have been following week we were told of a 30-m-long stalactite
designated, not all of the park's land has yet been recently found in a French cave.)
This trip to the collapse sinkhole gave us a preview
purchased, and some is still being cleared and used for
agriculture. Unfortunately typical of parks with poor of the area's general terrain, karst, and vegetation. We
funding, only one staff person has been hired to manage drove through a flat region of thick, orange-red soils
the 60-ha park. Cavers, mostly from the Speleological that were present inside the park as well, except there
Group of Monte Siao, make the 13-hour drive to the we could see bedrock too. The Bambui Limestone
·p ark twice a year to explore the caves and assist weathers to medium gray. It is often finely or
I
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There are four primary rock art styles. The Sao
moderately laminated and contains some nice turbidite
beds. Rillenkarren is abundant and especially well Francisco style dates to approximately 12,000 years
developed in unlaminated sections. Pinnacle karst, up B.P. and is the oldest and most technologically and
to 15m high, forms along cliffs. Most of the vegetation artistically advanced. It consists of geometric designs
is a low scrub brush that reminded us of south Texas, and anthropomorphic figures painted in red and ochre.
and is a secondary growth where the forest has been Overall, it stylistically resembles the Trans-Pecos style
cleared. In the intact forested areas we saw taller and found in parts of west Texas and northern Mexico. The
more lush vegetation, such as a wide assortment of next oldest ~oup of paintings is the Northeast style,
vines and other tropical plants, but also found cacti where figures were drawn in black pigment in simple,
and others common to areas that experience regular but sometimes elegant forms depicting individual
droughts. The barriguda or "fat" tree's trunk is animals and people. The next period is the Peruayu
somewhat narrow at the bottom, then quickly gets "fat" Urubu style, during which the Indians would often paint
where it stores water, and then narrows toward the top over the older diawings as a background and then add
where a few skinny branches extend outward. It may their own work, often by pecking at the limestone to
be a cousin of the similarly shaped baobab tree found produce white figures of animals and people on a red
background. Not counting modem graffiti, the most
in Africa.
We reached Itacarambi and the Hotel Nacionaljust recent style is the Desenhos, for which the cave was
before dark. The small, humble hotel was delightful named. This style dates to about I ,000 to 2,000 B.P.
with beautiful decor including
This art is usually more
crudely drawn, only in black
coconut palms, a rose garden,
~~st ~nd
~
pigment, and it often shows
and a fish pond surrounded by
fr~~ r~pp~! th~t
p~st
groups hunting and couples
rilled limestone. We there met
copulating . The art was
Dr. Andre Prous, a ·French
Wh~t
g;,uid~s d~Strib~d
certainly meant to be some
archeologist who teaches at
form
of communication, but
the university i!l the city of
~s th~
L<:>ng;,~st
the specific meaning is not yet
Belo Horizonte and who has
st~L~etit~, ~
g;,i~nt
known. The general age of the
been studying the rock art and
art has been determined by
archeology of the Peruayu
relative
position
and
by
position in archeological
area for more than 20 years. After unpacking, we
walked to a local restaurant for dinner, preceded by a excavations relative to dated materials and s.ediment
round of caipirinhas, a favorite Brazilian rum and lime sequences.
After the group shot several rolls of film at
drink, and followed by Jose's slide show of what to
expect in the following days and some options we might Desenhos, we returned to the ranch house for lunch,
select. Just as the last slide clicked off, the way-laid which included fresh coconut juice from fruit that Jose
knocked down from a nearby tree. Reading out again,
Australians finally caught up with us.
We began our first full day of the fieldtrip with a we hiked about 500 m to Lapa do Boquete (Boquete
breakfast of bread, cheeses, and tropical fruit then Cave) which Andre began studying in 1988. The cave
headed out into the field . Following the park's dirt road is small, about 20 m long by 15 m wide by 3-4 m high.
for about I 0 km, we stopped at an abandoned ranch Most of the paintings are on the ceiling and covered
house in a karst valley where Andre pointed out I 0 by smoke stains from long-term use of its entrance as
caves in surrounding cliff walls. From the ranch house a shelter. Excavations into the floor reach a depth of
we hiked about 1 km up the valley, crossing a 1-m- about 1.2 m and have produced cultural material dated
deep by 5-m-wide tributary to the Peruayu River. Our to 13,000 years B.P. One buried boulder with pecked
first stop was Lapa dos Desenhos (Desenhos Cave). figures of animals helped date the art styles because it
The cave is about 70 m long by 10 rn wide by 4-5 m had fallen on to 12,000 year-old remains and was
high. It is nicely decorated, but the primary reason for covered by 7,000 year-old materials. Prominent among
our visit was to see the paintings in the rock shelter these materials were baskets used to gather and store
adjoining the cave entrance. Dozens of well-preserved food and burials of adults and children. Adults were
buried in the fetal position, children were stretched out,
painting~ were pr~sent ; the panels extended over a 30m-long_section of the wall and some reached more than and some more recently buried infants were within
ceramic vessels.
6 m high.
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Figure 3. A small section of a "stream" of golf ball size cave pearls in Lapa do Janelao.
Photo by Karen Veni.

Although it was getting dark when we exited Gruta
Bonita, we hiked about 100 m away to look at more
paintings in Lapa do Indio (Indian Cave), which is
similar in size and shape to Lapa do Boquete. Our
caving lights were not strong enough to clearly see
through the soot that covers much of the artwork, but
luckily Steven lent the power of his video camera to
spotlight the images, including an almost 1-m-long
painting of an anteater. On the drive back to town, we
stopped for a spectacularly clear view of pitch-black
sky splashed by the Milky Way. This was also our first
good look at the Southern Cross, which was smaller
than we expected and looks more like a southern
rhomboid. The Big Dipper was "upside down" near
the horizon.
Perhaps George spent too much time spinning to
see the glory of the night sky because he awoke the
next morning to find the room spinning around him.
Jose and Leticia drove us to the nearby clinic where
we spent the day. The doctor diagnosed " labyrinthitis,"
an inflammation of the inner ear. He prescribed some
medication that wouldn 't clear up George's vertigo until
the fieldtrip was almost over, but he couldn't explain
how George developed the condition. Meanwhile, Jose
and Leticia rejoined the group for a through-trip of
three caves along the Peruas:u River.

Before visiting our next cave, we detoured up a
hillside for a view of the area from some welldeveloped karst pinnacles. The tops and sides of the
pinnacles were razor-shape in places where rills cut
near-vertical, finger-width channels down the sides. It
was thrilling yet a little unnerving to climb and balance
yourse lf atop the spires with only hundreds of stone
blades to hold onto in case you fall.
C limbi ng down the pinnacles and up the other side
of the valley we reached the 5-m-high by 12-m-wide
entrance ofGruta Bonita (Pretty Grotto). No paintings
graced this entrance, which slopes down 8 m and into
the hillside for 20m to a " T." This junction marks the
beginning of the cave's only other passage. Phreatically
formed , it is about 350 m long, and usually about 3-8
m hi gh by I 0 m wide with a lot of dripstone and many
smooth curved helictites. Extensive deposits of
rimstone cover the dry, usually flat red clay cave floor,
and aragonite needles filled some dry rimstone dams
at the back of the cave. We also found at the back what
appear to be cave paintings made by pecking out some
abstract shapes and then filling them with black
pigment. Andre was especially interested and plans
further study to verify their antiquity because cave art
has not previously been found in the dark zone of caves
in this region.
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Unfortunately, problems persisted throughout the volume. During floods it rises more than 30 m in the
morning as the group made a wrong tum. The trip cave. At th'e downstream end of the cave is a short
leaders hadn't beeri to Gruta dos Cascudos (Cascade segment of uncollapsed passage, Lapa dos Bichos
Grotto) in over 7 years and instead found themselves (Bichos Cave). The most memorable part of that visit
at the 300-m-long collapsed sinkhole between was a bee attack. Three cavers wer.e stung 1-4 times
Cascudos with Gruta dos Troncos (Truck Grotto, before the Brazilian cavers could build a smoky fire
named for the logs it contains washed in by for refuge.
floodwaters). Cascudos was thus cut out of the tour
For our final day of caving the group was offered
and they proceeded directly into Troncos. The cave is two alternatives and selected three. Mladen and
a large passage with collapse at the downstream end Annalisa wanted more photos of Janelao and spent the
that created a dam with a huge lake. An anticipated 5- day retracing their steps from the previ~us day.
m-long swim was avoided due to low water levels, and However, the two planned options were to either visit
everyone either waded across the chest-deep water or Lapa de Rezar ·(Rezar Cave) or some archeological
crossed semi-dry on a fortuitously located log.
caves. Ayumi, Paul, Satoshi, and Steven opted for
Leaving the cave, the group entered another valley Rezar.lt is an another uncollapsed segment of the main
formed by the collapse of the large passage. The Arco Perua9u River cave network that is 70 m high, about
do Andre (Arch of Andre), which Andre swore was 80 m wide, and roughly 100 m long. Along its walls
not named for or by him, is a 50-m-long intact segment are several Sao Francisco style paintings, many filled
of the 40-m-high by 60-m-wide passage. Beyond the in with white pigment.
arch is Abrigo Monte Siao (Monte Siao Rockshelter),
We decided to visit the archeological caves, partly
which contains several black Northeast style paintings, because of our interest in archeology and cave art, and
none more than 20 em tall. As partial compensation partly because George wasn't fully steady on his feet
for the wrong turn earlier in the day, Jose bushwhacked and this trip was much easier than Rezar or returning
a short-cut trail back to the vehicles. After cleaning up to Janelao. Andre led our trip and we were joined by
at the hotel, he took the group to a special dinner in Gheorghe Ponda and his son Andrei. Gheorghe is a
Bairro do Fabiao, the village at the entrance to the park, Romanian hydrogeologist who works in Alabama. He
where fine food and
and his son were
drinks were served.
originally part of our 6day
trip but decided to do
The fourth day was
e~~ th~ ~~~~t in th~ ~~~
the highpoint of the
some caving on their
~nd th~ deJWn~tr~~m ~nd
th~
fieldtrip with a trip
own with local cavers
through Lapa do Janelao.
contacted via the
ood~~(')UIJd e(')ur~~
th~
This cave is the largest in
Internet. One of those
the area and the · ~~u~c;u ~~cavers
joined us too.
h~~ h~~n ~u~~~~
Lapa dos Caboclos
downstream end of the
t(')r ! ro(')!~ th~D ~ _k;m· in !~D~th,
underground course of
(Cave of the Caboclos,
the Perua9u River. It has
~~~~~~
hi~·
Wid~; the name for mixed race.
been surveyed for more
South American Indian~nd i~ w~u d~e(')r~t~d.
than 3 km in length,
European people) is
averages 80 m high by 40
about 300 m long. A
m wide, and is well decorated. Among the more notable single passage that averages 15 m wide, the ceiling
speleothems are large expanses of giant rimstone dams ranges in height from 5 to 25 m, rising to meeting a
and streams of cave pearls with a few almost as large massive flowstone choke that marks the end of the cave.
as chicken eggs (Figure 3). There are also huge diSplays Like all of the caves outside the active streamways,
of dripstone and interesting calcified mud pillars about the flat floor is dusty where not covered by dry
10-15 em tall. Except for a small side passage, no place flowstone and rimstone dams. Large columns occur
in the cave provided total darkness. Gigantic collapse throughout the cave. The cave appears phreatically
entrances and skylights occur frequently and caving formed, but breakdown and gravel cemented into an
lights weren't needed for almost half the length of the old orange-red sediment matrix about 4-5 m above the
cave. We saw the full flow of the Perua9u River in floor suggest a ·more complex history than we had time
Janelao, but didn't get a good idea of the discharge to unravel. Despite the dry conditions, we saw bats, a
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few large spiders, and an amblypygid, a harmless but
scary-looking whip less whip-scorpion that ranges north
to the Mexican-US border.
The primary attraction of the cave was a beautiful
panel of rock art that encompasses all four painting
styles (Figure 4). The panel was 20 m long by 4 m
high, with one section reaching a height of 6-7 m. The
multi-colored images included an unusual kneeling
figure, a flying figure, and a nicely executed armadillo,
which for us Texans was a reminder that our muchcelebrated but unofficial "state animal" is a recent
immigrant that originated in South America and
reached Texas only about 150 years ago.
We next visited Lapa dos Morcegos (Cave of the
Bats). We didn't see any bats there, nor much cave.
The impressive 5-m-high and wide entrance sloped
down a passage that steadily enlarged to about 12m
high and wide before abruptly ending after 25 m like
Caboclos in a flowstone blockage. It had some small
black, drawn figures plus a few red geometric designs,
but they were mostly weathered and nothing to write
home or to you about.
Thirty meters down the hillside was our third cave
for the day, Lapa dos Osos (Cave of the Bones). Andre
had never been to this cave or to Morcegos. We were

led there by the Brazilian caver who told us of some
bones that the cave was named after. They sounded
recent in origin but Andre wanted to check them out
just the same. The entrance was one of the smallest we
had seen on the trip, about 1.5 m high by 5 m wide.
Several round bee hives hung ominously 'in the
entrance, but Andre assured us that they were passive
bees so there was no need to worry. There was little
artwork at the entrance so we went straight inside. The
cave immediately widened and forked. The passage to
the right _extended about 30 m before ending. To the
left the 8 m high and wide passage went about 40 m to
an 8-m-deep pit. A flowstone and coral-covered ledge
led around the pit and down to a short passage that
reached the pit's floor. About 20m of passage extended
from the bottom of the pit and included three recently
deposited skeletons: two cows and one smaller
mammal. They apparently entered the cave for shelter
and stumbled into the pit.
Our final cave for the fieldtrip was Lapa dos
Cavallos (Cave of the Horses). Three entrances open
to this cave. One leads to a short side passage that ties
into the main passage, which runs the 60-m span
between the two main entrances. Only a few poorly
preserved Sao Francisco style paintings and small,

Figure 4. Two-meter long section of overlapping prehistory rock art in the entrance
of Gruta dos Caboclos. Photo, by Karen Veni.
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black, poorly drawn'Desenshos paintings were present a building and monument lined grass mall somewhat
at the one entrance, but some nicer examples of both reminiscent of the one in Washington, D.C. It runs
were present at the other. The main passage ranged through the center of the city and contains most of the
from 3-8 m high by 5-l 0 m wide. In addition to the impressive structures. On opening day, Sunday, 15 July
usual array of attractive but dry and dusty white 2001, people began to arrive either directly from their
speleothems, a few were actively dripping to hint at countries or from their pre-congress trips. Most spent
how beautifully the cave might glisten during the wet the day registering or visiting with old friends . Those
season. We headed out, and by 3:30p.m. we were back who just figished their pre-congress trips compared
at our hotel packing to leave. Not a bad day of caving! notes and traded tall tales. We were ioterested to hear
About an hour later we were showered, packed, from George Huppert and Betty Wheeler that several
of the show caves they visited
group photoed, and squeezing
w~ w~~ impr~ss~d
h~~ were basically wild caving
into the van with our luggage
trips, equivalent to caves in the
for the return drive to Montes
th~ Mrnist~ th~t th~
U .S. where cavers train
Claros. Jose treated us to
novices, except there, paying
another great dinner, the ladies
pre>t~ctie>n
e~~s
tourists
get to crawl, climb, and
to flowers, and everyone to
sp~dti~d
~r~zir's
get a little muddy.
souvenir china made in his
Two UIS functions took place
hometown, plus a spectacular
~nd th~t m~ny
that day. The first was the
poster of JaneHio. We flew to
General Assembly where the
Brasilia the next day, happy
pre>~cti~<R ~ctie>DS h~~
business of the UIS was
with a wonderful trip that Jose
r~e~ntry b~~n t~k~n
discussed, reports were given
and the other Brazilian cavers
from
the
many
UIS
worked so hard to provide us.
m~n~g;~ ~nd ee>ns~N~ e~~s.
commissions, and action items
were presented for consideration during the week for
The 13'" Congress: the 13'" is not bad news
The ICS in Brasilia generated some good-natured a vote during the second General Assembly at the end
jokes about it being the first congress in the southern of the Congress. One item of major interest was the
hemisphere ("Are the stalactites here on the ceilings bids for the next ICS . The French gave a nice
or floors ?") and for being unluckily number 13 . presentation for a Congress at the base of the Pyrenees
However, everyone at this 13'" ICS felt fortunate to in the city of Pau. Unfortunately, a delayed -airplane
flight prevented the Greek delegation from giving their
attend this fine event.
The ICS was held in Brasilia, a planned city cut program for a Congress in Athens, which they presented
out of the scrub forest , built in four years , and later in the week.
The second event was the Opening Ceremony,
inaugurated in 1960 as the new capital of Brazil. It is
an orderly arranged city with some dramatic which occurred that evening. It con1sisted of the usual
architecture primarily designed by Oscar Niemeyer. stream of speeches by UIS and local dignitaries, the
Planned as the city of the future , it ran into some most significant of whom was Brazil 's counterpart to
glitches since the future seldom goes as planned. For the U.S. Secretary of the Interior. Portable headsets
example, vehicular traffic was supposed to dominate with earphones allowed radio transmitted simultaneous
the movement of people through the city, so little translations. We were impressed to hear from the
accommodation was made for those traveling on foot. Minister that the protection of caves is specified in
Consequently, Brasilia has the highest pedestrian Brazil 's constitution, and that many proactive actions
fatality rate in the world, and dirt footpaths cut through have recently been taken to manage and conserve caves.
the grassy malls. Also, a close inspection of eve n the Caves are legally designated as belonging to the federal
best buildings and monuments reveals an unfortunate government and actions that may harm them require
shortfall in funds for maintenance and repairs . federal approval, if the effect is first proven negligible
Nonetheless , while it has problems like all or justified by an environmental impact assessment.
communities, Brasilia is constantly making changes The government 's recent actions were especially
gratifying to hear because a large part of the rea~on
and improvements and is a captivating city.
The ICS was held in Brasilia 's Convention Center, that Brazil was selected for this conference was to show
located on the Eixo Monumental (Monumental Axis), the Brazilian government international support for cave
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_.5ource management and the importance of caves, series of20 cave videos shown throughout the week in
which apparently paid off. After the ceremonies one of the auditoriums.
everyone retired to the Convention Center's exhibit hall
The geoscience papers covered a wide range of
topics. There were few geoscience papers on
for cocktails and socializing.
The exhibit hall had booths for groups to advertise environmental problems in karst, but some were
their organizations and sell their wares. We were siphoned away to the show cave manag,ement
surprised at how few publications were available for symposium. Cave sedimentology was covered in more
sale and how few examples were brought for display detail than in past years, as was glacial pseudokarst
to generate orders. But the second International Speleo- with discussions of expeditions in South America and
Art Exhibition was wonderful, containing innovative Antarctica. Geomicrobiology was an important topic,
and beautiful sculptures, paintings, and photographs with some post-presentation discussion on how much
for display and sale. Nice additions that we didn't notice influence microbes really have on speleothem
at
preVIOUS
development, since
congresses were
the presence of
Then~~ w~r~ ~ t<:>t~r
G~ g;~<:>sd~nc~
booths for a major
microbial life does
p~p~rs, 2(j ~rch~<:>r<:>~ ~nd p~r~<:>nt<:>r<:>~
airline
(Yarig),
not
In
itself
handy for arranging,
demonstrate
a
p~p~rs, 1G hr<:>r<:>~ p~p~rs, ~rz ~xpr<:>r~t!<:>n
rearranging, and
catalyst or other
~nd ~G1Uip1JJ~nt p~p~rs, 1~ p~p~rs
~
confirming flights,
positive effect on
and for a travel
speleothem
c~~
~nd ~(j p~p~rs
agent for scheduling
growth. Some new
travels and tours
and
interesting
~
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locall y and around
models on cave
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the
country.
development and
Registration
groundwater flow
included an information desk that could change dollars also were presented, plus important paleoclimatological
into Brazilian reais at close to the standard rate of 1 to research that shows the southern hemisphere is not in
2.44. Registration also provided one major surprise. sync with northern hemisphere glacial periods and
The conference proceedings were issued for the first generally precedes them.
time on CD in pdf format. Largely due to a printing
Like the papers, the commission and informal
problem that kept the bound volumes from hein g meetings were too numerous to describe in detail, but
produced in time for the Congress , the CDs were included archeology and paleontology, volcanology and
greeted with mixed feelings. Some liked saving a few pseudokarst, cave protection, informatics, safety and
trees and not having to lug the proceedings home while rescue, and speleo-philately. Special events were
others mi sse d th e ease of quickly referencing planned during the days and most evenings. On
information, especially during the congress . A printed Tuesday there was a late-day cocktail party for the book
ve rs ion of the abstracts was provided and many signing of Cavernas/Caves, a reprinted coffee-table
participants sa id they would print out the entire book on Brazil's caves written by this year's Congress
proceedings or papers of interest on their personal chairman Clayton Lino, with the text in Portuguese
computers when they got home.
and English. Wednesday evening was a feast on
The sessions occurred from Monday through traditional Brazilian food and drink, where one caver
Saturday, with a break on Wednesday for daylong drank too much and had to be taken away in an
fieldtrips. There were a total of 64 geoscience papers, ambu lance. Thursday evening had the SpeleMedia
20 archeology and paleontology papers, 16 biology awards, with the ftrst prize going to an Italian film about
papers, 47 exp loration and equipment papers, 18 papers a geology and biology canoe trip into a Philippine cave.
for a cave diving symposium, and 40 papers for a Friday afternoon was "Ginkhana," apparently the name
symposium on the protection and management of show the Brazilians came up with for a caving competition
caves. Additionally, there were 31 poster papers on the of both mind and body. Teams of eight cavers
above topics, numerous roundtable discussions of the representing at least three countries answered questions
issues, and several meetings of the various UIS and performed speleo-olympic type feats.
commissions. SpeleMedia began on Monday night, a
Standard ICS entertainment throughout the week
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included watching representatives of the countries
competing for the next congress as they stumped for
votes, which went high-tech this year. Four computers
were provided for cavers to read their CD proceedings
and surf the Internet. The French were quick to place
an ad for their bid on the computers' desktops with a
hotlink to their website. They also set the screen savers
to display "PAU 2005." The Greeks dido 't have their
own desktop display and were kind enough not to delete
the French announcement, but they did counter py
changing the screen savers to "Athens 2005."
Mid-week of each ICS is reserved for fieldtrips.
Options this year included tours of Brasilia, a cave for
kids, a water cave with some swimming and lowairspace, a big, pretty, easy to walk around cave, a giant
quartzite collapse sinkhole, and a cave in mica-schist
formed by collapse into underlying limestone. We opted
for Gruta Escaroba, a 700-m-long through trip from a
sinkhole into a stream passage, and out through a
spring. Cavers we knew on our trip were geologis_!
Stein-Erik Lauritsen from Norway, mineralogist
Bogdan Onac from Romania, paleontologist Rick
Toomey and linguist Elizabeth Winkler from the U.S .,
and photographer/cave book publisher Urs Widmer
from Switzerland. The group included about 20 people,
including our Brazilian caver guides and a rescue
team ...
Our departure was delayed for over an hour as the
rescuers for the trips were briefed and supplied with
backboards, splints , ropes , and variety of other
paraphernalia. When we arrived at the cave, we were
horrified that they seemed to be taking the backboard
with them into the cave, but thankfully, they decided
to take only big packs with splints sticking out, plus
whatever they could cram into their many pockets and
dangle from all possible attachment points. Despite all
of
their
equipment,
Fl.~~str~ti<:>D
th~
the leader of
th e rescue C<:>n~r~ss w~s ~ LittL~
group, whose
S<:>P:>~h~r~ h~tW~~D
job was to
call
for
2J(J(J-5(J(J e~~rs
helicopters
and coordinate any rescue , didn 't have a light. The
cavers tried not to be rude, but there were many quiet
comments among us that we might have to rescue the
rescuers. Thankfully, there was no mishap. ln contrast
to the rescuers (w~o we believe were forced upon us
by the government in a sincere gesture of concern),
the Brazilian cavers who led the trip were competent,
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well prepared, and attentive that we be safe yet have a
good time.
The cave is a nice stream passage that starts out 3
m high by 7 m wide, enlarging to about 12 m high by
15 m wide for much of its length. About 40 m in from
the sinkhole entrance, the stream spills down a 6-mhigh waterfall, which we bypassed with a sporting freeclimb for wh~ch the Brazilians rigged a handline. There
was a small colony of fruit bats near the sinkhole
entrance and a similar sized group of vampire bats
closer to the spring entrance. The cave is formed in a
300-million year old over-turned limestone. The beds
were relatively horizontal to begin with, but became
chevron folded in the downstream half of the cave.
Some nice scallops occurred on folds in the lower part
of the passage. We took a lots of photos during the
roughly 2-hour trip, then drove about halfway back to
Brasilia, stopping at a guest ranch where we were
served a fine all-you-can eat mid-afternoon lunch.
We missed the last day and a half of the Congress.
Few papers were planned for Saturday, so instead we
toured the city for about 3 hours before leaving for the
airport. We would have loved to stay another week to
enjoy one of post-Congress trips, but unfortunate
scheduling resulted in an overlap with NSS Convention,
and we needed to be there too. We can't give firsthand
details on the last couple of days but we heard they
went well and the 13'" ICS was a success. Registration
for the Congress was a little low, somewhere between
400-500 cavers , but at least 3 I countrie.s were
represented, including about 20 cavers from the U.S.
New friendships were made, old friendships were
renewed, and a huge amount of good information was
exchanged.
During the final day of the Congress, the closing
meeting of the General Assembly took care of a lot of
business. The item of greatest interest was the vote
selecting the location for the next Congress, which will
be in Athens in 2005 . It should be a great event. The
Greek delegation is expecting the costs to be low since
they' II be using conference facilities and hotels
currently being
over-built
to
th~ n~xt C<:>n~r~ss
host
the
h~ IJJ Jtth~DS
Olympics in
2004
and
which should be slashing prices to fill those buildings
come 2005. Several fieldtrips are being planned,
including to caves on the Greek islands. This will be
the first ICS ever held in Greece and it should prove a
great event.
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